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Abstract. The goal of this work is to provide an original (semi-automatic)
annotation framework titled SVG-to-RDF which converts a collection of raw
Scalable vector graphic (SVG) images into a searchable semantic-based RDF
graph structure that encodes relevant features and contents. Using a dedicated
knowledge base, SVG-to-RDF offers the user possible semantic annotations for
each geometric object in the image, based on a combination of shape, color, and
position similarity measures. Our method presents several advantages, namely
i) achieving complete semantization of image content, ii) allowing semanticbased data search and processing using standard RDF technologies, iii) while
being compliant with Web standards (i.e., SVG and RDF) in displaying images
and annotation results in any standard Web browser, as well as iv) coping with
different application domains. Our solution is of linear complexity in the size of
the image and knowledge base structures used. Using our prototype SVG2RDF,
several experiments have been conducted on a set of panoramic dental x-ray
images to underline our approach’s effectiveness, and its applicability to
different application domains.
Keywords: Vector images, SVG, RDF, semantic graph, semantic processing,
image annotation and retrieval, visual features, image feature similarity.
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Introduction

The need to index and retrieve multimedia data is becoming ever-more important,
especially on the Web where image search and retrieval techniques do not seem to
keep pace. Most existing Web image search engines (such as Google and AltaVista)
and photo sharing sites (e.g., Flickr and Picasa) adopt the keyword (text-based)
querying paradigm, usually returning a large quantity of search results, ranked by
their relevance to a text-based query [27]. This can be extremely tedious and time
consuming, since the returned results usually contain multiple topics mixed together,
where the automated engines are guessing image visual contents using (in)direct
textual clues [27]. An alternative approach is content-based image retrieval (CBIR),
where images are indexed based on their visual content, using low-level color,
texture, and shape descriptors, and are consequently processed via dedicated search
A.J. Machado Traina et al. (Eds.): SISAP 2014, LNCS 8821, pp. 214–228, 2014.
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engines (e.g., QBIC [5], Photobook [19], and Google search-by-image1). CBIR has
been usually less successful than text-search engines since low-level features are
usually unable to effectively capture the semantic meaning of the image [13]. This is
known as the so-called semantic gap [14]: discrepancy between low-level image
features and user semantics.
The main goal of our study is to convert, with as little human intervention as
possible, a collection of raw images into a searchable semantic-based structure that
encodes semantically relevant image content. We specifically target the semiautomatic annotation of vector images, mainly SVG (Scalable Vector Graphic)
images [28]. In summary, SVG is an XML-based language for describing twodimensional graphics and encoding three types of visual objects: vector graphic
shapes, images and text. SVG images have interesting properties (resolutionindependent and extremely small-size image coding) and are becoming increasingly
popular in a wide range of applications covering: medical image annotation [8, 10],
geographic map annotation [11, 18], manipulating graph charts as well as basic shape
annotation to simplify data accessibility for the blind [1, 2].
Here, we introduce a framework titled SVG-to-RDF which allows to convert a
collection of SVG images into an RDF (Resource Description Framework) [7] graph
structure. The RDF data model is similar to classic conceptual modeling approaches
such as entity–relationship or class diagrams, allowing to define statements about
resources in the form of subject-predicate-object expressions. These expressions are
known as triples in RDF terminology. The subject denotes the resource being
described, the predicate denotes traits or aspects of the resource, expressing a relation
between the subject and the object, and the object designates another resource or data
values.
Our system automatically transforms an SVG image into an RDF graph describing
the geometric objects in the image and their relations (in the form of RDF triples), and
then offers the user possible semantic annotations for each geometric object encoded
in the RDF graph, based on shape, color, and position similarity comparison with
existing objects stored in a dedicated (RDF-based) knowledge base. The annotated
RDF image graph could be in several cases integrated in the knowledge base helping
extend its semantic expressiveness and hence provide more accurate annotation offers
for future comparisons. Our original method presents several advantages over existing
approaches, namely i) the complete semantization of image contents, ii) allowing
sophisticated semantic-based data search and processing using standard RDF
technologies (e.g., SPARQL [20]), iii) while being compliant with Web standards
(i.e., SVG and RDF) in displaying images and annotation results in any standard Web
browser, as well as iv) coping with different application domains by its generality and
adaptability. To validate our approach, a prototype tool called SVG2RDF has been
developed and tested on a collection of panoramic dental x-ray images. Experimental
results were satisfactory and promising.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of our
approach. Section 3 describes the components of our SVG-to-RDF image
1
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semantization framework. In Section 4, we present the experimental results obtained
when evaluating our approach. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses future
directions.

2

SVG-to-RDF Image Semantization

An overview of our SVG-to-RDF annotation framework is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of five main components: i) SVG feature extraction, ii) RDF graph representation, iii)
Similarity computation, iv) User verification and feedback, and v) RDF knowledge
base. Our approach is general in that: 1) it can process both raster and vector images
(since raster image contours can be automatically extracted and used to generate an
SVG image), and also 2) it can be associated to different application domains.
Once an input SVG image is available, the first phase of the process consists in
automatically extracting the visual features and semantic properties of the image. It is
worthy to note that unlike traditional raster (visual) feature extraction methods that
would require important processing time, feature extraction from SVG images
(identifying geometric shapes, their colors, and related textual descriptions) can be
undertaken very efficiently and quickly using XML-based parsing from the SVG
source code.

Fig. 1. Simplified activity diagram describing our SVG-to-RDF framework

After their extraction, SVG features are represented in the form of subjectpredicate-object triples into an RDF graph and consequently compared and mapped
with those already stored in the dedicated RDF knowledge base, using corresponding
comparisons. The RDF knowledge base presents domain-specific reference
knowledge concerning the images being annotated (cf. Section 2.1). Finally, the
generated annotations could be revised/modified by the user before validating the
final image graph representation. When new application domain concepts and
mappings are detected within the obtained graphs, they are injected into the RDF
knowledge base to incrementally update it and increase continuously its semantic
expressiveness.
In the following, we present in more details SVG-to-RDF’s main components.
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RDF Knowledge Base

The RDF knowledge base provides domain experts, who are in charge of
verifying/validating image annotations, with a set of predefined concepts and relations
which are then extended by creating new instances of those concepts, based on the
images being annotated. It can be generated manually by domain experts: including
application domain concepts as well as their descriptions and mapping with the visual
concepts (e.g., we adopt a reference dental knowledge base from [9] in our current
study, cf. Section 3), or automatically2 involving some machine learning techniques,
using samples (a human expert manually annotates sample images with the intended
semantic concepts, which are then provided as training data for a learning algorithm
that induces rules to be used for assigning concepts to other images, thus
incrementally building the knowledge base) [31].
Our RDF knowledge base is represented as an RDF graph (N, E) which nodes N
are subjects, objects, or subject/object properties representing: i) SVG
visual/geometric concepts (e.g., ellipse, circle, path), ii) application domain concepts
(e.g., molar tooth, planet), and iii) corresponding property values (e.g., stroke, 50);
and edges E are Predicates representing: i) relations between concepts (e.g., Circle
SubClassOf Geometric Object, circle IsA planet, Teeth HasInfluentialFacts Symptom,
etc.), and ii) property and value relations (e.g., ellipse HasRadius 50). Fig. 2. shows
an extract of a sample knowledge base used in our study.
Black

subclassOf
subclassOf
subclassOf
Thing

Circle

SVG Geometric
Object

hasStroke hasD

M18,4 C0,0 … 19,4 Z

Path1
hasFill

subclassOf

isInverseOf

Path

isA figureIn

subclassOf

White
Img1
Molar

isA

Circle1

hasFill
hasRadius

Planet
Red
50

Fig. 2. Extract of the RDF knowledge base used in our study3

2.2

Feature Extraction

SVG allows encoding a variety of geometric objects using a set of predefined basic
shape elements (rectangle, circle, ellipse, line, polyline, polygon and path), defining
for each shape a set of descriptive attributes known as geometric object properties4.
2

This will be studied in a dedicated work.
Subjects and Predicates URI, e.g., “http://svg2rdf.org#”, are omitted here in order to
simplify the graph.
4
SVG includes a text element which we disregard in this paper: for clarity of presentation, and
since text elements can be straightforwardly handled using traditional natural language
processing techniques.
3
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Since SVG is an XML
L-based coding, our SVG feature extraction componnent
retrieve XML attributes ussing traditional XQuery and XPath expressions. This iis a
major advantage over trad
ditional low-level feature extraction which may requuire
extensive processing in com
mparison with fast XQuery/XPath processing (Fig. 3.).
2.3

RDF Graph Repressentation

Once the feature extraction
n is produced for a given SVG image, the image grraph
representation and annotation (using related components) are automatically executed.
To do so, we adopt RDF (R
Resource Description Framework) [7] as a W3C data moodel
designed to standardize thee definition, the use and the reasoning of metadata, andd we
use it to describe and hand
dle image representation. Initially, the graph representattion
contains only SVG visual elements
e
of a given image mapped to RDF triples such thhat:
RDF subjects represent SV
VG geometric elements (e.g., circle, rectangle, path, ettc.),
RDF predicates represent SVG
S
element relations (e.g., hasD, hasFill, hasStroke, ettc.),
RDF objects represent prop
perties values (e.g., cx= “50”, stroke = “black”, etc.).
Query: Select the visual attributes of path elements having a fill color = “white”
SVG Raw image

Img1.svg

SVG source code
<?xml version-““1,0”?>
<svg width="20
0cm" height="20cm”>
<path d=" M18
8,4 C0,0 -26 -15 17,18
C 9,3
33,3,18,8,31 S-1-25,7
20.5 S6,19,
S
4,22 S15 - 31,15
- 43 S26 - 4,19,4 Z”
strokee=”black” fill=“white"/>
</svg>

XPath query

Result: Extracteed
Visual Featuress

//path[@fill=”white”]/@*

d =" M18,4 C0,0 --26
-15 17,18 C
9,33,3,18,8,31 S-1125,7 20.5 S6,19,
4,22 S15 - 31,15 - 43
S26 - 4,19,4 Z”
stroke= “black”
fill =“white”

Fig. 3. Example of SVG
G feature extraction using a typical XPath query statement

Fig. 4.a shows the exttracted features of an SVG image, which is automatically
transformed into an RDF graph
g
as shown in Fig. 4.b Triple Path1-figureIn-Img11 is
added to indicate that the paath is included in the image.

d =" M18,4 C0,0 -26 -15 17,18 C
6,19, 4,22 S15 9,33,3,18,8,31 S-1-25,7 20.5 S6,
31,15 - 43 S26 - 4,19,4 Z”
stroke= “black”
fill =“white”

a. Extracted Visual Featu
ures of Img1.svg.
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Objeect
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b. Resulting RDF graph.

Fig. 4. Sample SVG featurre extraction and resulting RDF triple representation (beefore
annotation)
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While the mapping of SVG tags to RDF triples is straightforward at this stage, yet
it is the building block required to add semantic annotations: allowing additional
triples to be added when applying the semi-automatic annotation component, in order
to provide user-specific semantic meaning. For instance, the triple Path1-IsA-Molar
can be added to provide a semantic meaning for the geometric elements in the image
(e.g., Path1 represents a molar tooth). The annotation process is described in the
subsequent sections through the following two components: similarity computation
and user verification and feedback.
2.4

Similarity Computation

Although SVG coding presents the syntactic/structural properties of vector images (in
the form of basic geometric objects and properties), it does not provide any semantic
meaning (e.g., the SVG coding in Fig. 3. does not reflect any semantic). Once the
image graph is produced for a given SVG image, the similarity process compares
each of the image graph’s geometric objects with those stored in the RDF knowledge
base using three main similarity criteria: i) shape similarity, ii) color similarity, and
iii) position similarity5. Given two SVG geometric objects O1 and O2: [6]
Sim(O1, O2) = wShape SimShape (O1, O2) + wColor  SimColor(O1, O2) +
wPos SimPos(O1, O2)

(1)

where wShape + wColor + wPos = 1 and (wShape, wColor, wPos) ≥ 0, such that (SimShape,
SimColor, SimPos) ∈ [0, 1]. We utilize the weighted sum function to combine the
different similarities, allowing the user to fine-tune the weight of each criterion. Then,
based on the aggregate similarity result greater than a given user or application-based
predefined threshold ThreshSim, the system provides annotation offers for each
geometric object in the image, corresponding to the most similar RDF node objects
found in the knowledge base.
In the following, we briefly describe the similarity measures used by default in our
system, note that the user can define his own similarity functions suitable to his
domain application.
2.4.1 Shape Similarity
SVG shape similarity can be performed to compare geometric objects of the same
type (comparing two circles, or two rectangles, etc.), or to compare objects of
different shape types (e.g., comparing a circle with a rectangle). For this purpose, Li
et al. [11] introduce a set of mathematical formulas specially tailored for the task,
which we adopt in our study.
On one hand, when comparing two objects of the same type, we start by
identifying the invariants of the object type, i.e., points which remain invariant even if
the geometric shape undergoes a transformation (e.g., translation, rotation, or both).
This results in a general mathematical equation defined based on invariant points (as
5

A text similarity factor can be straightforwardly added when considering SVG text elements,
using traditional text comparison techniques such as string edit distance and N-gram [6].
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its coefficients), which can then be used to compare same-shape elements. For
example, comparing two ellipses is accomplished using the quadratic conic curve
similarity formula [11]:
Dist Ellipse (O1, O2) = w Major |a1-a2| + w Minor |b1-b2| + w Ecc |ε1-ε2|

(2)

where (wMajor, wMinor, wEcc) ≥ 0 and wMajor + wMinor + wEcc =1; a1 and a2 are the semimajor axis of O1 and O2 respectively; b1 and b2 are their semi-minor axis; and ε1 and
ε2 are their eccentricities. Similar formulas are provided in [11] for comparing lines
and rectangles.
On the other hand, when comparing two geometric objects having different types,
such as comparing a circle with a path, the proximity of their contours is computed
[11]. A contour is treated as a set of points, and hence contour proximity is measured
in terms of the distances between the points: two contours are more similar, if the
distance between their points is smaller. Hence, considering A = {p1, p2, …, pn, …}
and B = {q1, q2, …, qm, …} the set of points describing the contours of objects O1 and
O2 respectively, the distance between O1 and O2 can be evaluated as:
Dist DiffShapes (O1 , O2 ) = max(h(A, B), h(B, A))

Where

h(A, B) = max min |p - q|
p ∈A

q∈B

and

h(B, A) = max min |q - p|
q∈B

(3)

p ∈A

Note that, a particular case can be defined when comparing two objects of different
types, while of them can be transformed into the other (comparing a circle with an
ellipse). This can be done with a less expensive computation using the same quadratic
conic curve similarity given in equation (2).
In our study, we adopt the formal definition of shape similarity as the inverse of a
distance function[32], and thus deduce similarity scores from distances accordingly:
Sim Shape (O1 , O 2 ) =

1
1 + Dist Shape (O1 , O 2 )

∈ [ 0,1]

(4)

2.4.2 Color Similarity
In addition to shape similarity, color is one of the most widely used features in image
retrieval. On one hand, colors have been traditionally defined on a selected color
space [15], such as RGB, LAB, HSV, etc., each one serving a different set of
applications, where a given color is coded as a set of integer values. On the other
hand, color ontologies have been recently introduced, e.g., [16, 24], in order to bridge
the gap between low-level (numeric) color features and high-level (semantic) color
descriptions, where colors are defined using color names (e.g., red, blue, light blue,
etc.), and organized in an ontological graph structure based on their visual and
semantic relatedness.
Since SVG allows coding colors in both: i) numerical format in the RGB feature
space, and ii) using color names with 147 reference colors [28], we adopt both color
representations in our approach to calculate the similarity between two colors by
combining their semantic meaning and their visual properties as follows:

SVG-to-RDF Image Semantization

SimFillColor/StrokeColor (C1, C2) = wHSVSimHSV(C1,C2) +
wOntSimOnt(C1,C2))
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(5)

While SVG codes colors in numerical format in the RGB color space, yet we chose to
convert RGB into the HSV color space, since HSV encoding is considered to be
closer to human perception [30] and thus can be more semantically descriptive.
Hence, to compare two colors (based on numerical format), we first convert their
vectors from RGB to HSV using [30], and then calculate their scalar product. As for
comparing color names, it can be achieved using any of several existing methods to
determine the semantic similarity between concepts in a semantic network, e.g. [12,
21, 22]. These can be classified as i) edge-based: estimating similarity as the shortest
path between the concepts being compared, and ii) node-based methods: estimating
similarity as a function of the maximum the amount of information content concepts
share in common [22]. In our approach, we combine (using weighed sum
aggregation) two central edge and node-based approaches developed by WuPalmer
[29] and Lin [12] (omitted here for lack of space).
Given two objects O1 and O2, we formally compute their color similarity as
follows:
SimColor(O1, O2) = wFillColorSimFillColor(FC1, FC2) +
wStrokeColorSimStrokeColor(SC1, SC2)

(6)

where (wFillColor, wStrokeColor) ≥ 0 and wFillColor + wStrokeColor = 1 such that (SimFillColor,
SimStrokeColor) ∈ [0, 1]; FC1 and FC2 designate the fill colors of objects O1 and O2
respectively; and SC1 and SC2 designate their stroke colors.
2.4.3. Position Similarity
In order to compare position similarity between two geometric objects O1 and O2, we
generate their minimum bounding rectangles (MBR1 and MBR2) and then compute the
Euclidian distance between the top-left vertices of their MBRs (P1 and P2), where
the top-left vertex serves as a reference position point for SVG rectangle objects
(cf. Fig. 5.), as indicated in Equation (7).

P2

P2
O2
O1

Sim Pos (O1, O2) =

MBR2

1
∈ [ 0,1]
1 + Dist Euclidian (P1 , P2 )

(7)

where P1(x1, y1) and P2(x2, y2) are the coordinates of
the top-left MBR vertices.

MBR1

Fig. 5. Sample MBRs & reference points

2.5

User Verification and Feedback

The similarity-based annotation suggestions, which are automatically identified for
each geometric object in the RDF image graph, are presented to the user according to
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a (user or application-based) predefined similarity threshold ThreshSim. Hence, RDF
object nodes which similarities are lower than ThreshSim are filtered out, retaining the
most similar nodes which are then ranked and presented to the user according to their
similarity scores w.r.t. the geometric object being annotated. The user can then verify
and/or update the annotations according to the system annotation offers. Upon
accepting the annotation offers, the latter are appended to the corresponding RDF
image graph describing the image, thus producing a complete semantic representation
of the image. Consequently, when identifying new application domain concepts and
mappings, the RDF image graph is integrated in the RDF knowledge base, by
appending the image graph nodes as instance nodes under their corresponding
categories in the knowledge base (e.g., nodes representing circle objects are appended
as instances under the category geometric object, nodes representing molar are
appended under the category tooth, etc.).

3

Experimental Evaluation
6

We have developed a prototype system , to test and evaluate our SVG2RDF image
semantization framework, implemented using Java, and making use of the JENA API7
in order to create, parse, and search RDF models (using SPARQL). While our
approach is generic, yet we chose to test it in a real-world application scenario:
clinical dental therapy. Our tests were designed to process a collection of dental
panoramic x-ray images. After several meetings with multiple dentists specialized in
dental surgery and orthodontia, we identified some of the critical information that is
of interest to specialists when examining a dental panoramic image, namely: i) the
shape of the tooth (e.g., the tooth looks poorly developed, decaying, etc.), ii) the tooth
color (white for synthetic teeth, dark gray for decayed teeth, and black for lack of
teeth), and iii) the position of the teeth (teeth are juxtaposed, evenly spaced, etc.). At
this stage, the significance of similarity factors’ weights is emphasized. Consequently,
we considered that the three similarity criteria are at the same level of importance,
hence we used equal weights (i.e., wShape = wColor = wPos) However, in other applications,
those criteria could have different impact in the process, so the user can change the
values of the weights according to her preferences. To provide domain specific
annotations, we adopted a reference dental knowledge base from [9], consisting of
dental domain concepts (tooth, symptoms, etc.) and we extended it to include SVG
geometric object constructs and properties (cf. Fig. 4.). Note that, initially our
knowledge base does not contain any visual or semantic description of any SVG image;
it only contains basic dental domain concepts and SVG basic geometric objects and
properties. To simplify the process of creating SVG annotations on top of panoramic
images, we used the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) as a simple and suitable
solution where MBRs designate annotated teeth (Fig. 6.).

6
7

Available online at: http://sigappfr.acm.org/Projects/SVG-To-RDF/
https://jena.apache.org/
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Experimental Resu
ults

The main criteria used to evaluate the effectiveness of automatic annotattion
approaches is the amount of manual work required to perform the annotation taask.
This depends on: i) the quaality of automatic annotations, and ii) the time to provvide
automatic annotations. It is worthy to mention that, to the best of our knowleddge,
a
that proposes to convert SVG to RDF and heence
there is no other existing approach
we don't provide here any comparative
c
study.
3.1.1 Evaluating Annotattion Quality
We conducted preliminary
y experiments on a collection of 10 panoramic denntal
images, each containing 16
6 teeth, i.e., 16 geometric shapes, consisting of the uppper
jaw teeth in panoramic dental
d
X-ray images. Three dentists participated in the
evaluation process.

a. Panoramic image annotated
d with SVG shapes.

b. Resulting SVG image (annotations)).

Fig. 6. Generating an RDF
R
image graph annotating a raw dental panoramic image

After producing the RDF
F image graph, the dentist (user) annotates the first im
mage
without any help, i.e., with
hout any automatic annotation offers since the knowledge
base only contains raw con
ncepts in the beginning (general dental concepts from the
reference dental knowledgee base, and basic SVG constructs). Starting from the secoond
image, automatic annotatio
on offers can be produced, and presented to the dentist for
evaluation. The system reegisters the dentist’s answer as: relevant or irrelevvant
annotation, and computes PR
P , R, and F-value accordingly. The process was repeaated
for each dentist, using threee different similarity thresholds ThreshSim: 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9
(∈ [0, 1]), hence resulting in a total of 10×16×3×3=1440 annotation tasks. Averrage
g. 7.d Note that in all our annotation tasks, all similariities
results are presented in Fig
factors were considered witth equal weights (i.e., wShape = wColor = wPos = 0.3334, wM
Major
= wMinor = wEcc = 0.3334, wLengh = WSlope = 0.5, etc.). In fact, in this study, we do not
address the issue of assign
ning similarity weights, which we report to a dedicaated
subsequent study.
F 7.b show that precision and recall levels can vary frrom
Graphs in Fig. 7.a and Fig.
0 (minimum) to 1 (maximu
um) when the system returns 0 or 16 relevant annotattion
offers respectively (corresp
ponding to each of the 16 geometric objects in the imagge).
Precision/recall levels inccrease almost regularly as the number of images beeing
annotated increases. This iss because every time the user annotates an image, the nnew
annotations are stored in the
t RDF knowledge base and thus become availablee as
potential annotation offers.. Then, when it comes to annotating the following imaage,
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y accurate annotation offers increases, thus increassing
the number of potentially
precision accordingly. How
wever, we notice in Fig. 7.a and Fig. 7.b that averrage
precision levels tend to incrrease when the ThreshSim increases, whereas average reccall
levels tend to decrease. Thiis is because increasing the similarity threshold: i) reduuces
the number of irrelevant an
nnotation offers (reflected by increasing precision), yet aalso
ii) filters out certain potentiially relevant annotations which might be less similar to the
object being annotated (deccreasing recall).

a. Precision (PR) levels.

b. Recall (R) levels.

ThreshSim = 0.5

c. F-value leveels

ThreshSim = 0.7

ThreshSim = 0.99

ThreshSim

Precision

Recall

F-Valuee

0.5

0.7013

0.6723

0.6733

0.7

0.8011

0.6312

0.6878

0.9

0.8856

0.5677

0.6667

d. Average PR, R, and F-value results.

Fig.. 7. Precision, recall, and f-value results

In cases where higher//lower precision/recall levels are obtained, the f-vaalue
measure (the harmonic meean of precision and recall) is central in evaluating the
overall loss and gain in av
verage precision/recall, in order to evaluate result quallity.
Fig. 7.c shows that f-valu
ue levels increase regularly w.r.t. the number of imaages
annotated, varying from 0..4 (± ε) to 0.75 (± ε) with all three similarity threshoolds.
Also, results in Fig. 7.c sho
ow that f-value levels remain almost the same when varyying
the similarity threshold (e.g., f-value = 0.4 (± ε) for image n#1, and 0.75 (± ε) for
image n#10, for all three ThreshSim values). This illustrates the results mentioned
above: when the threshold increases, precision increases yet recall decreases, heence
m with f-value levels. To sum up, precision, recall, andd Finducing certain equilibrium
value results are clearly positive
p
and promising, despite the similarity thresholld’s
effect on recall (which teends to slowly decrease when increasing the similaarity
threshold), which we plan to investigate in an upcoming experimental study.
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3.1.2 Evaluating Annotattion Performance
In addition to testing the effectiveness of our approach in identifying meaninggful
mes
annotations, we evaluate itss time performance. The complexity of our method com
down to O(|I|×|KB|) wherre |I| represents the size of the image being annotated (in
number of geometric objeccts), and |KB| the size of the reference knowledge basee (in
number of object nodes). Theoretical
T
complexity analysis is omitted due to lackk of
space. We start by verifying
g our approach’s linear time dependency on the size off the
image and that of the RDF knowledge
k
base. Timing experiments were carried out oon a
PC with an Intel Xeon 2.66
6 GHz processor with 2 GB RAM. Fig. 8.a shows that the
time needed to produce au
utomatic annotation offers for all geometric objects inn an
image grows in a linear faashion with the knowledge base size. In addition, Fig. 8.b
also shows that the size off the knowledge base increases in an almost perfect linnear
fashion with the number off images being annotated and appended to the knowleedge
base. This explains the inccreasing slopes of the chart lines in Fig. 8.b since evvery
geometric object is annotatted and then integrated as a new geometric descriptionn in
the knowledge base.

a. Images made of 16 geometriic objects each. b. knowledge base graph size variation w.r.t. the
number of sequentially annotated images
Fig. 8. Time performance and
d knowledge base size variations w.r.t. image size (in numbeer of
geometric objects per image)

4

Related Work

Many general-purpose rasster image retrieval and processing systems have bbeen
proposed in the literature, and can be roughly categorized as: text-based [4, 27] and
ore recent methods have investigated XML-based solutiions
content-based [13, 14]. Mo
[25, 26] organizing images into an XML (MPEG-7) document tree hierarchy, and
h and retrieval operations on the obtained XML multimeedia
then applying image search
tree. Most of these approacches suffer from the semantic gap [14, 23], given that the
meaning of an image is rareely evident using traditional keyword and/or content-baased
descriptions. The interested
d reader can refer to surveys in [4, 13].
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Few approaches have specifically targeted SVG image processing, e.g., [3, 8, 10,
17, 18]. The work in [3] suggests the organization of features extracted from SVG
images in the form of an aggregation tree, where each tree node represents an SVG
geometric object or an aggregated set of objects and is described by an MBR
(Minimum Bounding Rectangle) and a shape description, taking into consideration
the topological relationships between the objects (e.g., disjoint, meet, overlap, etc.).
The aggregation tree is constructed using object-aggregation rules defined based on
topological relations, e.g., two disjoint objects p and q are grouped under a higher
level object n consisting of a new MBR encompassing the ones of p and q. The study
in [3] presents an on-going work, aiming to index SVG images toward easier
information retrieval. Another approach in [10] introduces a hierarchical SVG image
abstraction layer for medical imaging, organizing low level features and high level
semantic information in an image abstraction layer where content pieces are
represented in XML and SVG. The authors then describe a web-based tool that
visualizes, manipulates, and searches the abstraction layer using XQuery. Similar
works investigating the processing and retrieval of SVG images using XML data
search and manipulation techniques have been proposed in [8, 18]. In [11], the
authors introduce a library of shape similarity measures designed to compare SVG
geometric objects. This approach has been adopted in our framework and some of the
measures are presented in Section 3. An approach which is relatively comparable to
ours in presented [17] introducing a tool allowing users to manually associate
semantic annotations to a sketch based query specification. Here, images are drawn
and transformed into SVG coding, whereas user annotations are transformed into an
RDF fragment appended to the SVG image code. Nonetheless, this approach solely
focuses on manual user annotation and does not address semi-automatic annotation.
Also, the resulting RDF code is appended to the SVG image source code which limits
RDF semantic processing capabilities. In addition, the authors process images
separately, in contrast with our approach which introduces the concept of unified
reference RDF ontology to gather the collective semantics of an image repository,
allowing annotation suggestions and improving image semantic processing.

5

Conclusion

This paper introduces a framework: SVG-to-RDF for transforming a collection of
SVG images into RDF graphs. The system automatically transforms each input SVG
image into a basic RDF graph, and then offers the user semantic annotation offers for
each geometric object in the image, based on shape, color, and position similarity
comparisons with existing objects already stored in a reference RDF knowledge base.
When new concepts and mappings are detected, the annotated RDF image graph is
then integrated in the knowledge base extending its semantic expressiveness.
Experiments show that our approach is of average linear complexity w.r.t. image and
knowledge base size, and provides promising annotation results.
We are currently investigating the extension of our approach to allow whole image
search, as opposed to searching and annotating individual geometric objects within an
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image. In this context, dedicated reference ontologies and user-defined semantics
would have to be considered to better assess image and geometric object relatedness.
We also plan to study the effect of different similarity criteria (shape, color, and
position) on annotation quality, proposing (if possible) weighting schemes that could
help the user tune her input parameters to obtain optimal results.
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